ShannonRae
Option 1
A driven, passionate, results junkie and liberated soul, ShannonRae gives people the tools they need to liberate
everything from results to relationships, and ultimately themselves. Speaker, author, CEO, coach, consultant, artist,
activist, philanthropist, romantic, ordained minister, survivor, mother, sister, daughter, friend and lover…
ShannonRae, is the highly sought-after speaker and author of the Four Principles of Power, Living in the I AM, and
I AM Powerful, as well as manuals on Agreement Based Accountability and Strengths Based Leadership; behavior
management for Business with additional versions for parents and couples.
She has taken 8 of 9 start-ups to profitability, sale or acquisition, cultivated astounding business results like 1400%
increases in profits year over year, quadruple increases in service scores in just 6 months and a $100MM Series C raise.
Her research and results in the trauma community are taking the country by storm from shelters to courts and prisons.
She has crossed 17 different industries in 20 years and works with clients as varied as C level executives in global brands
to homeless, female victims of complex multiple trauma.
Her memorable presentations are the perfect fit for keynotes, workshops and leadership seminars.
Her passion is speaking to corporate executives, female leaders, entrepreneurs, survivors and those living through trauma.

Option 2
A breakthrough consultant for over 20 years, creator of the I AM Powerful program, and author on Power Centered
Living, The Four Principles of Power, Agreement Based Accountability, Strengths Based Leadership, and others,
ShannonRae gives people the practical tools to liberate themselves from any limitation they perceive; producing
unprecedented results.
Spanning 17 different industries including start-ups, fortune 500s, global brands, governments and non-profits
ShannonRae has taken 6 of 8 start-ups to profitability, sale, or acquisition. She has created extraordinary, research
validated results with C level executives, mid-level managers and revenue generating professionals, as well as families
and individual clients from various backgrounds, with complex multiple traumas. Regardless of the setting her results
are impactful and well documented.
While she is dynamic and highly versatile, a survivor of trauma herself and a CEO of two successful companies,
ShannonRae is best known for her striking combination of energy, passion and ability to create measured excellence
in others.

CONTACT US AT info@powerintegrationcenter.com | call 702-763-7873 OR VISIT Powerintegrationcenter.com TO SCHEDULE YOUR TRAINING TODAY!

